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INTRODUCT ION 
Sanitary landfi I Is were established as an improved means for 
the disposal of refuse. This method of disposal considered the 
concepts of land reclamation, natural beautification, and pub I ic 
health. Therefore, this systematic approach to refuse disposal, if 
properly conducted, could eliminate the objectionable nuisances (odors, 
smoke, I itter, and pub I ic health hazards from rats and flies) associ-
ated with the method of open dump disposal. However, great concern 
has been expressed about ground water contamination by infiltration 
and percolation, refuse decomposition, gas production and movement, 
leaching, and ground water travel within and from these sites. 
In 1961, a nationwide symposium was held at the Robert A. Taft 
Sanitary Engineering Center to out I ine present knowledge of ground 
water contamination and to guide future studies within this area. 
After devoting considerable time and attention to this subject, the 
symposium concluded that immediate information was needed concerni.ng 
geologic and climatic characteristics of disposal sites where possible 
leaching of refuse was occurring (I). 
Further concern was signified by Sheaffer (2) in 1963 at the 
National Conference on Sol id Waste Research in Chicago, I I I  inois. 
Sheaffer stated that there was surprisingly and unfortunately insuffi­
cient concern for the pollution of one of our most valuable resources -
ground water. A definite need exists _for more research in the areas of 
the nature and mobi I ity of chemical and biological contaminants 
leaching from a sanitary landfi_l I. This includes studies of existing 
2 
disposal sites located in environments that are potentially 
unfavorable (2) . At this same conference, Black (3), while discussing 
research needs, expressed an interest in developing methods for sealing 
pits so that abandoned quarries and other excavations could be used 
without danger of pol luting the ground water. 
Finally, in 1965, the concern for problems associated with 
refuse disposal was felt so strongly by Congress that they passed the 
Sol id Waste Disposal Act whi�h created the Office of Sol id Wastes 
within the Pub I ic Health Service. This act provided for (4): 
• • •  the initiation.of a national research and develop­
ment program relating to sol id waste disposal, including 
studies directed toward conserving natural resources and 
recovering and uti I izing potential resources found in 
sol id wastes, and the provision of technical and financial 
assistance to State and local governments, and interstate 
agencies in planning, developing, and conducting sol id 
waste disposal projects. 
The concern for ground water contamination resulting from the 
sanitary landfi I I method of disposal, the realization that adequate 
data were lacking, and the avai labi I ity of a refuse landfi I I that · 
could be used for obtaining more pertinent data, resulted in several 
research projects at this university. These included: a study ot the 
effects of the refuse lardfi I I on the quality of the underlying ground 
water (5) ; a study of the areal extent of the contamination and the 
variance due to seasonal changes (6); and a study of the effects of 
the refuse landfi I I on the subsequential uses of the related ground 
water (7). These investigations reported that a smal I pond located 
• 
within the vicinity of the landfi I I could possibly improve the 
qua I ity of the contaminated ground water. Because of these reports 
and the lack of knowledge of the beneficial effects of open bodies 
of water on ground water qua I ity, a research proposal to investigate 
these effects was initiated. This study presented herein pertains 
to the influence of a man-made tfench that intercepts the ground 
water flow after it passes through a landfi I I site. 
3 
• 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Refuse Disposal on Land 
At the nationwide sympos ium held at the Robert A. _Taft San itary 
Eng ineering Center in 196 1, it was reported that 1400 commun it ies were 
ut i I i zing the_ sanitary I andf i I I method of di sposa I wh i I e thousands of 
other commun ities were d isposing of the ir refuse by the insanitary 
method of "open dump ing" ( I).  Those emp I oy i ng the san itary I andf i I I 
method of disposal were prevent ing object ionable nuisances such as 
odors, smoke, blowing debr is, and rats and fl ies. 
The sanitary landfi I I method of d isposal is des igned on the 
basic idea that refuse wi I I be deposited, compacted, and covered each 
day in trenches or eel Is to elim inate nuisances and hazards associated 
w ith open dumping. Proper operat ional and maintenance procedures 
inc I u de ( 8- I 3) : 
I. The disposal of wastes by the landfi I I method should 
be planned as an engineering project. Operations and 
ma intenance should be under the d i�ection of a sanitary 
engineer. 
2. The face of the working f i I I shou Id be kept as na rrov.; 
as is cons istent with proper operat ion of trucks and 
equipment in order that the area of waste mater ial 
exposed during the operating day be minimal. 
3. The exposed surface should be covered with earth as 
promptly as is consistent with proper operation, and 
at the close of each day's operation both the surface 
and the face of the f i  I I should be completely covered, 
the object being to make a closed eel I of each day's 
deposit. 
4. The f inal covering for surface and side slopes should 
be ma intained at a depth of ap�rox imate!y 24 inches . 
5. Spraying of the exp6sed waste material and adjacent 
surfaces should be used when necessary to al lay dust. 
6. As a rule, the layer of refuse should not exceed an 
average depth of about 8 feet after compacting. 
Where deeper fi I Is are necessary, the fi I I ing should 
be carried on in stages. 
7. Al I collections of surface waters resulting from 
these landfi I I operations should be drained, fi I led, 
or treated with effective chemicals so as to prevent 
mosquito production or al lay disagreeable odors. 
The advantages of a sanitary landfi I I as compared to other 
satisfactory methods of land disposal can be summarized as: 
relatively low operational and maintenance costs, simplicity and 
flexibi I ity of operation, accommodation of al I types of refuse without 
a need for separation, and reclamation of previously unusable land 
for economic benefits and improved environmental cond)tions (9), (10). 
However, much confusion has developed over nomenclature in the 
technical I iterature because of the general tendency to regard al I 
refuse disposal sites as sanitary landfi I I s. This is in correlation 
with the city officials' self-esteem to be known to have established 
a sanitary landfi I I operation. Those that do not maintain compaction 
and covering procedures daily are termed nmodified sanitary landfi I I s" 
(10) or "refuse landfi I ls" (3). Black (3) states that the reason for 
not complying with the sanitary landfi I I operational procedures is one 
of expense. It  has been estimated that the cost of the "refuse land­
fi I 1n operation is about one-half the cost of the sanitary landfl Ii 
operation. 
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Decomposition Processes and Gas Production 
The decomposition processes relative to sanitary and modified 
sanitary landfi I I methods of disposal generally occur within the fl I I 
area and may proceed within the adjacent ground and ground water 
1 areas ( I 1-33). Organic matter present within the disposed refuse at 
the landfi I I wi I I be decomposed by bacteria and other microorganisms 
and uti I ized as a source of food. This decomposition may occur under 
either aerobic or anaerobic conditions. 
An aerobic process wi I I predominate if sufficient atmospheric 
oxygen is present. The organisms wi I I utilize the free oxygen while 
decomposing organic matter, thereby producing carbon dioxide and 
water; organic nitrogen wi I I be released as ammonia (I 1-32). 
Aerobic Process 
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Gas analysis data collected at a landfi I I in Cal ifornia ( 12-55) 
revealed that oxygen concentrations were reduced to below 1. 5 percent 
at a three foot depth. Increases in nitrogen content were noted. -From 
this, it appears that aerobic decomposition of refuse in a landfi I I 
probably occurs only in the shallow depths. Nevertheless, it is 
diffi cult to measure exactly this depth because of the variation in 
the type of overlay, de�ree of compaction of the refuse, composition 
of the refuse, and climatic conditions. 
In the absence of atmospheric oxygen, an anaerobic process 
wi I I occur producing numerous products. These, when a wide variety 
of organisms participate in the fermentation, wi I I primarily be 
methane, carbon dioxide, and secondary by-products such as ammonia. 
Anaerobic Process 
CH O N + dH 0--+--eCO + fCH + gNH 
a b c 2 2 4 3 
7 
These t\<JO processes w i 1 1  eventua I I y break dmm the decomposab I e 
organic refuse to produce the final products (CO , CH , NH ) ( I 1-32). 
2 4 3 
Therefore, within the fi I I area, there are four common gases which are 
associated with decomposition of refuse. These are carbon dioxide 
(CO ) ,  oxygen (0 }, methane (CH}, and nitrogen (N ) ( 11-60). Of these, 
2 2 4 2 
only CO is appreciably soluble in water. Nevertheless, the concentra-
2 
tion of the gases produced is control led by the composition of the 
refuse and the existence of oxygen. During the initial phase of refuse 
decomposition, oxygen wi I I be avai I able. However, unless an adequate 
mixing of the inte rnal and external atmospheres continues, the atmos­
pher� within the interior of the fi I I wi I I be depleted, resulting in 
an anaerobic environment. Once a nae rob i c conditions a re es tab I i she_d, 
the net production of gases in the absence of compensating factors 
wi I I tend to exclude the outside air, thereby maintaining these condi­
tions ( I 1-47) . The resulting gases produced by decomposition wi I I 
penetrate into the adjacent ground area and wi I I conti n 1 �e to move by 
diffusion and convection processes. The heavier gases wi I I eventually 
move downward mixing with the ground atmosphere unti I they reach the 
ground water where they may dissolve Cl 1-60). 
Methods o f  Ground Water Degradation 
Although many problems were eliminated by instituting the 
sanitary landfil I method o f  disposal, the effect of the fi I I area on 
ground water was not fully apprehended. Because o f  the numerous 
substances in a land fi I I which may dissolve in water, the "universal 
solvent'' ( 13-32), the potential o f  ground water contaminatio� was 
realized. Early studies in California indicated that undesirable 
substances from sanitary landfi I Is and refuse dumps are possibly 
introduced to ground water by the principle processes o f  infiltration 
and percolation, refuse decomposition, gas production and movement, 
leaching, and ground water travel through the fi I I area (I 1-95). The 
degree o f  contamination from al I landfi I Is is not consistent due to 
many interrel·ated factors. Several factors that need to be evaluated 
are the amount of annual rainfal I, type of soi I ,  climatic conditions, 
and depth to the ground water table ( I  1-95). 
A 196 1 report ( 14-74) of a committee o f  the American Society 
8 
o f  Civi I Engineers enumerated data relative to the operation o f  
sanitary landfi I I s. Twenty-seven percent of the sanitary landfi I Is 
reported by 250 governmental agencies were depositing refuse between 
zero and five feet above the water table while an additional 20 percent 
were operating between five and ten feet. However, only six percent 
o f  al I the sites reported ground water pollution problems. This latter 
statement may not be representative o f  the actual ground w�ter 
pollution that has developed. 
The organic and in9rganic matter deposited with the refuse 
may be free to leach out vertically and horizontally with percolating 
water. The degree of completion to which th)s extraction proceeds 
depends upon the accessibility of the soluble matter and rapidity 
with which the soluble matter is created by decomposition processes 
Cl 1-68). Leaching may be acceler�ted when the refuse is in direct 
contact with the ground water. British data indicated that greater 
quantities of substances were leached in wet fi I Is than in dry fi I Is 
( I I - 72) • 
In 1952, the State Water Pollution Control Board of California 
pub I ished the results of a comprehensive investigation of leaching 
from incinerator ash dumps. This study may be relative to refuse 
areas at which burning is conducted. The fol lowing paragraph refers 
to the conclusions of this investigation (15- 15). 
Chlorides and nitrates wi I I be rapidly and completely 
removed by leaching. Sulfates wi I I be leached at a slightly 
lower rate. Calcium and magnesium wi I_I be leached very 
slowly, while the rate for sodium and potassium wi I I be the 
fastest of the cations. It is uni ikely that al I cations · 
would ever be removed. 
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The gases given off in the decomposition process may also 
dissolve in the ground w2�er and alter its qua I ity. Water wi I I combine 
with carbon dioxide to form carbonic acid. The solution wi I I dis$olve 
iron from tin cans and lime from calcareous materials which are 
insoluble at a high pH but very easily dissolved in a low pH environ-
ment or an acidic solution (I 1-33). Thus, carbon dioxide dissolved in 
water may indirectly result in an increase in hardness by dissolving 
· 10 
iron from the tin can� and I ime from the calcareous materials. Hydro­
·gen sulfide is an example of a gas which dissolves in ground water and 
imparts an offensive taste and odor to the w�ter. 
Movements of Contaminants 
Percolating water, as it moves vertically downward to the 
ground water table, leaches soluble materials from the fi I I ar�a. 
Fol lowing this, dilution of the contaminated ground water may take 
place by dispersion into the adjacent ground water during flow ( I  1-87). 
Statements have been made { I  1-88) to the extent that this d_ispersion 
is not very effective in homogeneous materials consisting of sand and 
sm�I I gravel. Therefore, dispersion by random variations of velocity 
should not be relied upon ·as an effective method for di luting ground 
water pollutants except where large flow irregularities (numerous 
boulders or lenses of fine sediments) exist in the aquifer. 
Furthermore, the perrneabi I ity of the soi I and the gradient of 
the ground water table wi I I control the velocity of the ground water. 
For example, if a gradient of 10 feet per mi le exists within a 
stratum of medium sand, the average rate of movement wi I I be a few 
inches per day ( 16- 18). However, as the permeabi I ity of the soi I and 
the slope of the ground water table increases, the velocity of the flow 
wi I I i�crease· proportionally. 
LeGrand, Ground Water Hydrologist of the U. S. G. S. ( 17), 
developed a system for evaluating landfi I I sites for potential -contam­
ination of ground water. To utilize this method, five factors: depth 
II 
to the ground water t�ble, sorption, permeability, ground �ater 
table gradient, and distance to point of use of the ground water would 
have to be measured or estimated. Although the method was only 
approximate, it nevertheless indicated the possible areal extent of 
contamination from a point source. 
I ndication was made by Merz { 12-72) that the dissolved mineral 
matter.entering the ground water table wi I I have its greatest travel 
in the direction of the flow. - As the ground water stream transports 
the pollutants, the concentration wi I I probably .be decreased because 
of dilution. 
However, McKee and Wolf { 18- 19) stated that percolating wastes 
that enter the ground water table may only be diiuted under certain 
circumstances. On the assumption that the flow in ground water is 
laminar, they stated that '' . . .  a smal I ribbon of pol luted water 
injected into the ground water flow wi I I move in a wel I-defined stream­
line with a minimum of lateral or vertical diffusion and dilution. '' 
Sniegocki ( 19) indicated in his report that chemical contami­
nants move farther through an aquifer than bacterial contaminants and 
are generally more difficult and expensive to remove from w�ter. 
Kaufman (20) concluded that inorganic contaminants are more indestruc­
tible and persistent thaG organic and biological contaminants; there­
fore, the present problems involving the contamination of ground water 
wi I I be of a chemical nature attributed to the abi I ity of the homo�eneous 
soi I ,  free of fissures, to filter out the biological contaminants. 
Methods of Enhancing the Ground Water Qua I ity 
12 
McCormick (5) and Sawinski (6) concluded from their research 
studies that the smal I pond adjacent to the disposal area beneficially 
affected the contaminated ground water flowing from the ffl I area by 
dilution and dispersion. Algae were also considered important in 
improving the water qua I ity. Thus� there was a possibi I ity of improv­
ing the water quality if the contaminated ground water flowed into a 
man-made open body of water. this improved qua I ity of water could 
result from dilution and di�persion, aeration, and the- presence of 
algae. 
An open body of water which intercepts an aquifer has virtually 
an infinite permeabi I ity compared with any other porous medi_um and wi I I 
"attract i ' f I ow. As an ex amp I e, "a cy I i  ndr i ca I pit comp I ete I y penetra­
ting the surface aquifer wi 1 1  collect flow from a width of aquifer 
equal to hdce the pit diameter ( 1 1-89) . 11 Therefore, the open body of 
water wi I I be attracting ground water from the immediate area. 
Dilution and dispersion wi I I possibl y result �ecause of the mixing of 
the di fferent qua I ities of ground water . 
A uniform qua I ity of water wi I I not be evident within an open 
body of water attracting different ground water qua I ities unless cer­
tain conditions are preval ent to induce complete mixing. This qua I ity 
wi I I only result from the establishment of currents within the open 
body of water. Factors which create natural currents are listed in 
hydrological references (2 1-97), (22-28): 
I� The movement of water toward an outlet. 
2. The inflow of water. 
3. Variati on in temperature at different depths. 
4. Wind. 
The concept that vertical currents wi I I be caused by a vari�­
tion in temperature is based on the fact that water attains its 
maximum density at 4 ° C. For e�ample, preceding the formation of ice 
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on the surface of an open body of water, the temperature of the sur face 
water wi I I approach 4 ° C. Upon attaining this condition, the top 
layer wi I I sink al lowing the warmer water to displace it unti I an 
adjustment of the whole body of water results in.accordance with 
maximum density. Verti cal circulation wi I I be continuous in shallow 
lakes less than 20 feet in depth except when the surface is frozen 
(2 1-99) .  
The effectiveness of the wind for mixing an open body of 
water is very evident. Once the surface water has drifted to one 
side, gravity wi I I cause a recirculation path that wi I I move the wafer 
downward, backward, and upward on the other side. The whole body of 
water will therefore be in a "sort of rotation" (22-29). 
Enhancement of degraded ground water has been reported ( I 1-89) 
to have occurred at a refuse disposal area at Egham in Surrey County, 
England. From 1940 to 1960, refuse had been deposited (tipped) into 
three wet pits. Analysis of water samples obtained _from gravel. pits 
and wel I s  within the disposal area revealed that the chloride co�tent 
had increased from 50 ppm in the native water flowing into the area to 
C/""\IITU J"\AVl"'\TA CTATC llli...llVD- CITV II DADV 
800 ppm in the gravel pits used for disposal of refuse. Additional 
samples obtained from gravel pits (not uti I ized for refuse disposal) 
adjacently downstream from the disposal pits- were found to contain 
14 
290 ppm of chloride. Other pits located 3500 feet further downstream 
were reported to contain a concentration of 70 ppm of chloride. The 
enhancement of the qua I ity of the ground water was attributed to 
dilution. This effect, occurring during ground water flow, had 
possibly been induced by the p-resence of a fairly large area of water­
fi I led pits located along the path of the flow. 
Further enhancement of the pond water can be accomplished by 
the presence of algae. These a�uatic plants, one-eel led or many­
eel led, wi I I uti I ize the surplus amount of CO
2 
which is in solution 
prior to photosynthetic activity (23-62). The photosynthetic action 
wi I I result in an increase in the amount of stored organic material 
and a release of O to the environment. This reaction can be 
represented as (23-62): 
6CO + 6H 0 
2 2 
I i ght energy 
Immediately fol lowing the depletion of the CO
2 
in solution, Ca (HC0
3
)
2 
wi I I serve as a source of co2 cau
sing orecipitation of CaC0
3 
according 
to the fol lowing reaction (23-58): 
Ca (HCO >
2 3 
1 5  
This reaction may continue unti I al I the bicarbonate is b roken down 
and calcium hydroxide remains in a strongly alkaline solution (23-63 ) .  
These reactions wil I definitely influence the qua I ity of the 
pond water and , consequently, the ground water in the ·fol lowing ways 
( 1 9-302 ) ,. ( 23-64 ) :  
I .  The pH \'Ii 1 1  increase. 
2. Total hardness wi I I dec rease. 
3. Dissolved oxygen wi I I  increase. 
4. Alkalinity wi I I decrease. 
In addition , the dissolved oxygen content in the pond may create an 
environment that could result in the oxidation o f  ammon i a  and sulfides 
( I ) , ( 1 1 - 33 ) ._  
McCormick (5-46 )  and Sawinski (6-28 ) reported a reduction of  
total hardness in the pond which is located within the vicinity of 
the Brookings landfi I I area . Algae in the pond were considered as the 
possible cause o f  this reduction. They also observed that the hard­
ness of the ground water downstream from the pond was reduced . 
Another means of improving degraded conditions which developed 
during deposition (tipping ) o f  re fuse in abandoned gravel pits has been 
utilized by the boroughs of Kingston-upon-Thames ( 24 ) . Approximately 
750 tons o f  refuse was disposed of weekly in a pit having a surface area 
o f  six acres and an  average depth o f  water of  about 12 f eet� The 
g round level was e i ght feet above the I iquid su r face level ; the re fore , 
a total depth o f  20  feet was availa ble for fi I I. Disposal oper2tions 
were started on  March I ,  19 5 1 .  As the operation continued ,  the 
1 6  
the dissolved oxygen content of the water decreased from the saturation 
· value, and the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) began to rise above its 
origina l value of I .  7 ppm . By the end of Apri I 195 1, al I o f  the 
dissolved oxygen had been depleted, �nd the BOD had increased to 30 
ppm. Furthermore, the water developed a dark color, and the smel I o f  
hydrogen sulfide was detectable. After the unsuccessful tri�ls of 
introducing cultures of sulfide oxidizing bacteria and bleaching _ pow­
der into the water to accelerate the disappearance of sulfides, it was 
decided to use mechanical aeration. This was considered to be the best 
and  most practical method for combating ground water pollution. The 
result of aeration at this site was stated as (24) : 
The scale of aeration was never quite big enough to 
achieve aerobic conditions but it would appear that this 
method is capable of producing satisfactory resu l ts , 
particula rly if used in conjunction with the method of 
tipping dry and pushing old refuse (one year or more) 
into the water . 
Use of aeration was also described for a bandoned gravel pits 
fi I led with water at Sunbury-on-Thames ( 24) . These pits were fi I led 
with general rubble and waste materials other than household refuse. 
It was reported that the water blackened, and hydrogen sulfide 
evo l ved. After several unsuccessful trials using other methods to 
combat this condii-ion, a n  aeration plant was employed . At this time, 
the BOD was 90 ppm, a nd hydrogen sul f i de was � I  ppm . By the end of 
the 28th day of aeration, hydrogen sul f i de was no longer existi�g , and 
oxyge n was p revalent  in solution . The water was again c l ear and I ight 
b rown in color. 
THE BROO K I NGS LANDF I L L  AREA 
Establishment of  the La ndfi I I - -- -----
1 7  
The City of Brookings had been disposing of  t hei r re fuse at a 
l ocation east of  the city I imits unti I May 1960. Because the develop-
1 ment of new housing was p roceeding east, the city was ob i igated to 
relocate its refuse disposal area. The new location, one mi le east 
and two miles sout h of the city, consisted of a qua rte r section contain­
ing several inactive gravel pits. Initial pla ns we re to uti I ize the 
depleted g ravel pit a rea for disposing of the refuse . Adjacent areas, 
now used for farming , we re designated for possible use i n  the f u ture .  
A smal I pond was also present along the western edge o f  the g ravel pit 
a rea. Refer to Figu re I .  
The investigation of geological information (25-37) revealed 
that the 1 60 acres obtained by the city consisted of a p p roximately 55 
acres of  soi I cl0ssified as Fordvi I le loam, a nd 1 05 ac res of Renshaw 
san dy loam, al I nea rly level. Both classes were cha racte rized by thin 
sections of  alluvium ove rlying outwashes of sa nd a nd g ravel. 
Because o f  the generalization of these data, a n  additional 
geologic i nvestigation (26) was conducted a t  the disposal site in  
July 1 965. The fol lowing conclusions resulted f rom t his i nvestigation 
(26). 
I .  The su r face layer consisted of alluvium a nd ti I I  ranging 
in  depth  from one to th ree feet . 
2. The underlying layer designated as the outwash, ranged in 
· thickness from 12 to 3 1  feet. This layer was considered 
to be the mai n aquifer and the ground water table was 
approximately seven feet below the ground surface. 
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3. The partially saturated outwash l ayer consisted of  thin 
discontinuous lenses of poorly sorted gravels, sands, si Its, 
and clays. Permeabi I ities for the various lenses ranged 
from 2000 feet per day to less than one foot per day, and 
the computed velocity of flow ranged from three feet per 
day to less than one foot per day. 
4. A second ti I I layer underlying the outwash was composed of 
clay and si I t  with some sand and grave ! .  This deposit was 
not completely impermeab·le but could be considered as a 
hydraulic boundary for the water in the outwash . 
Land owners adjacent to the new site expressed concern that the 
disposal area m i ght possibly contaminate the underlying aquifer which 
was their source of water. To alleviate this general feeling, the City 
of Brookings installed eleven wel I points at five different locations 
around the per i phery of the disposal area. Analyses of the watei 
samples obtained from these we ! I s  and measurements of the elevation 
o f  the ground water table, were made to establ isl 1  the deg ree of 
degradati on o f  the ground water, the fluctuations of the ground 
water table, and the direction of the ground water movement (27). 
During the fa ! I of  1962, evaluation of the accvmu • at�d ground 
water data indicated that the qua I ity of the water immediately 
F i g u re I .  
F i g u re 2 .  
Brook i ng s  refuse d i sposa l area , Ap r i l 1 963 . 
Brook i ng s  refuse d i sposa l a rea , l ook i ng 
toward north , J u l y  1 966 . 
1 9  
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downstream from the fi I I area had only been sl ight l y  degraded. 
Furthermore, the d irect ion o f  the ground water movement was establi shed 
to be approx imately southwest. 
It is s ign if icant to note that the in itial operat ions, started 
in May o f  1960, approx imated the procedures for a sanitary landf i l  I .  
Refuse was segregated for d isposal· into d ifferent are�s, com�acted and 
covered per iod ically, but not burned. Dur ing 1962, the c i ty o ff i c ials 
recogn ized that the area des ignated for d isposal would not accommodate 
the C i ty of Brook ings far i nto the future because of t�e smal I depth 
ava i I able for compact ing refuse. Th is depth I i m itat ion was · the result 
of the h igh water table wh ich was typ ical o f  th is area . Therefore, it 
was dec ided to i n it iate burn ing of the coo1bust i ble mater ial to prolong 
the ut i I i zat ion of th is area. Th is latter operat ion was techn ically 
cons idered to be only a method o f  control led refuse d isposal. Even 
though burn ing has been a da ily character ist ic of the landf i I I opera­
t ion, the operator has reported that no object ions have been rece ived 
from the farmers in the immed iate area. 
Construct ion of t he Trench ------ - --
Dur ing March 1966, a pr ivate construct ion company moved to the 
d isposal s ite to remove gravel. Excavat ion of gravel to a depth 
approx imately e ight feet below the ground sur f ace was in it iated just 
south of the l andf i I I area on March 28, 1966. The extent of th is 
excavat ion can be observed from Fi gure 2. W it h  t ime, excavat ion 
proceeded east , west , and then south of  the landt i I I area . 
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Because of  Saw.i nsk ! ' s  (6) resu r ts and con6 1 us i ons, the c i ty 
agreed to f i nance the excavat i on of a trench (approx i mately 50  feet 
w i de by 15 feet deep by 700 feet long) along. the south s i de of the 
d i sposal area. Th i s  locat i on was recommended because i t  would 
probably al low i ntercept i on of  the most degraded water flow i ng from 
the d i sposal area. Th i s  trench, constructed dur i ng November ·and 
December o f  1966, i s  evident i n  F i gure 3, and a close-up i s  showh i n  
F i gure 4 .  The excavat i on of the trench was started sl i ghtly southeast 
of the old pond and proceeded east along the southern edge of  the f i  I I 
area. Upon comp I et i on o f  th i-s project, data we re co I I ected · for ten 
months to determ i ne the bene f i c i al e f fects o f  the i ntercept i ng trench 
on the qua I i ty of the  ground water. Dur i ng June and Ju l y  o f  1967, the 
trench was extended westward along the rest of the south s i de o f  the 
I and f i I I a re a . 
EXP ERIMENTAL TE CHNIQUES 
Select i on � Sampl i ng Po i nts 
To obta i n  the most s i gn if i cant results, i t  was necessary to 
ut i l i ze the same sampl i ng po i nts used dur i ng Saw i ns k i 's i nvest i gat i on. 
Th i s  would ena ble compar i son to be made of al I data accumulated before 
construct i on of the trench w i th that accumulated a fter the complet i on 
of the t rench. Therefore, dur i ng the i nvest i gat i on per i od ,  al I po i nts 
destroyed d ur i ng the excavat i on of  gravel were replaced. As the 
i nv�st i g at i on proceeded , i t  was further real i ze d  that several new 
sampl i ng po i nts should be i nstalled to prov i de add i t i onal i n format i on 
F i gu re 3 .  
F i g u re 4 .  
Brook i ngs refuse d i sposa l a rea show i ng the 
extent of the g rave l excavat i on on the 
i ntercept i ng trench , August 1 967 . 
I ntercept i ng trench at the Brook i ngs  refuse 
d i sposa l a rea , l ook i ng west,  J une 1 967 . 
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that may be pert i nent to this study. Re fer to F i gure 5 for the location 
o f  al I the sampling points . Continuous records o f  water table levels 
were collected at wel r s  3 1, 29 , and 27 with automatic float recorders. 
Daily rain fal I records from the recording station at South Dakota State 
University were uti I ized along with rainfal I measurements collected at 
the disposal area. 
Selected Parameters 
The four parameters selected for analysis during this research 
investigation (chloride, sodium, speci fic conductance , and total hard­
ness) were recommended by McCormick (5-47) and Sawinski (6-35).  
The chloride ion is possibly the most re i iable indicator o f  
leaching from a re fuse landfi I I area for the fol lowing reasbns: 
I .  Common table salt is present in household garbage; 
there fore , the chloride ion (anion o f  table salt) 
wi I I be found in la rge quantities. 
2 .  The chloride ion is not easily adsorbed by the soi I 
formations (28-260). 
3. The chloride ion is not altered or changed in quantity 
by bio l ogical processes ( 28-260 ) .  
I t  i s  signi fica nt to note that high concentrations o f  chloride 
in the grou nd water may have deleter i ous effects on agricultural 
plants ( 29- 86 ) . 
The sodium ion is the cation associated with chlor i de i_n 
common table salt. Therefo re , the sodium ion is probably the next 
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most reliable ion for indicat i ng ground water contamination . The 
occurrence of this ion in ground water supplies is o f  great concern 
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to those who may use the water for irrigation because it may adversely 
af fect the physical properties of the soi I ( 1 7 ) . 
The specific conductance test was considered val id  for 
evaluating the ground water qua I ity at the refuse disposal landfi I I 
ar�a for the fol lowing reasons: 
I .  Specific conductance, a measure of the capacity of water 
to convey an electrical current, is an indication of the 
total concentration of ionized substances prevalent in 
water (29-280). 
2. A relationship between specific conductance and total 
dissolved sol ids may exist (29-28 1 ) .  
Sawinski (6-38) reported the approximate relationship between speci fic 
conductance and total hardness at the Brookings land fi I I as: 
Total D i ssolved Sol ids = 0 . 65 Specific Conductance 
Even though this test does not identify ex i sting ions i n  the water, it 
wi I I give an indication of an increase or decrease in the qua I ity of 
the ground water pass ing through the landfi I I area . 
Total hardness was selected because of the recommendations of 
McCormick ( 5-46) and Sawinski (6-68) . Both indicated that a significant 
decrease i n  total hardness occurred within and downstream from the 
pond, possibly relative to the presence of algae in the old pond . 
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The four parameters were considered adequate to p rov i de 
add i tional data pertaining to the influence of the i ntercept i ng trench 
on t he qua I ity of the ground water. 
Sampl i ng Procedures 
Duplicate samples were obtained monthly (dur i ng November 1966 
to August 1967) from the selected wel I points. During s i g nificant 
i ncreases in the water table additional samples were collected. Before 
sampl i ng, the water table elevations were measured from the top of the 
wel I cas i ng with the aid of a cloth tape. The actual water t� ble 
elevation was obtained by subtracting the measured value from the 
known elevation of the wel I casing . The wel Is were sampled w i th the 
aid o f  a centrifugal pump by first al lowing the d i scharge of water 
from the pump for at least five minutes ( depending on the pump rate) 
fo r elimination of the accumulatGd stagnate water in the we ! I casing 
and for attainment of a sample visibly free of suspended soi I particles. 
Upon completion of  this step , duplicate samples were pumped into clean 
one-quart plastic bottles . 
During t he ten months of sampling , the peripheral points (those 
contain i ng a lower deg ree of contamination ) were sampled first, al i owing 
the inner points (those containing the highest contamination) to be 
sampled last . Upon completion of sampling , the 26 duplicate samples 
were taken to the Water Resources Laboratory for analysis. Total 
hardness was determined immediately to prevent er ror due  to 
precipitation of CaC0
3
. The values of the other parameters were 
usually dete rmined within three days . 
Analytical Determinations 
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The concentrations of the fo ur parameters previous l y  mentioned 
were determined by using the procedures presented in the 12th edition 
of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (20) . ---- ---- -- -- ------
Nevertheless , chloride and total hardness were determined by using the 
modifications presented in the Hach Chemical Company I iterature ( 30) . 
The mercuric nitrate method was used for chloride and the EDTA 
titration method was used for total hardnes s. For the determination 
of specific conductance, an I ndustrial I nstruments Type RC Conductivity 
Bridge was used. Two instruments, a Coleman model 2 1  emission flame 
photometer and an Universal spectrophotometer model 14, were used for 
determining sodium. 
PR ESENTAT I ON AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Influence of the Inte rcept i ng Trench and the New Excavation 
on Ground  Water=-Flow 
-- -- --
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McCo rmick (5) and Sawinski (6) established and confirmed that 
the I ine of flow fol lowed a southwest direction through the quarte r 
section used by the City of B rookings fo r refuse disposal. Assuming 
the direction o f  flow is perpendicular to the ground water table 
contours, the direction of flo� through the landfi I I area may be 
determined from Figu re 6. The data used to establish water table 
contou rs were coll ected on June 15, 1966, pr i or to the . construct i on of 
the trench. The wate r tab l e  contours existing after the construction 
of the intercepting t rench may be obse rved in Figure 7. These data 
were obtained on J une 3, 1967. Al I ground wate r elevation data may be 
found in tabula r fo rm i n  Appendix A. 
Examination of Figu re 7 reveals the ef fectiveness of the trench 
fo r att racting the g round wate r. This may be explained by the concept 
that wate r wi I I fol low the path of least resistance ; it wil I flow in • 
greater volumes th rough those sections which have the highest 
permeabi I ity (3 1- 152 ). Figu re 7 i ndicates that the g round water was 
entering the intercepting t rench along the no rth side and the east end. 
The inflow of ground water together  with the outflow (possibly at the 
southwest end ) may aid in the mixing action in the i ntercepting trench . 
This may p roduce the only prevalent mixing action du ring the months 
that the surface o f  the trench i s  covered with ice. lce-cove ri�g wil I 
prevent wind f rom increasing the mix i ng action within the intercepting 
trench . 
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Figure 6 .  Water table contours at the Brook i ngs landfi I I on 
June 1 5 , 1 9 66 . 
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Figure 7. Water table contours at the Broo kings landfi I I on 
J une 3, 196 7. 
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Add it ional cons iderat ion should be g iven to the presence of 
the large gravel excavati6n south and west of the intercepting trench. 
Pr ior to an intense ra in fal I received on June 14, 1967 , the ground 
water table was approximately one-hal f foot below the botto� of the 
newly excavated area. The ra infal I (3. 94 inches) raised the water 
level approximately six inches above the bottom of the new exca�ation. 
The higher water level apparently caused the water to flow outward into 
the adjacent area. The l ower water level in the adjacent area was 
attributed to the influence of the overlying s ix to e ight feet of so i I 
which probably prevented the immediate rise of the water table. 
Furthermore , this outward flow of water probably prov ided a d ditional 
d ilution which decreased the degree o f  contamination w ith in the 
adjacent ground water. 
The effects of th is ra infal I on the ground water ta ble dur ing 
June can be observed in F ig u re 8. This figure displays the ground 
water elevations at wel I s  3 1 ,  29 , and 27 which are nearby the trench. 
and the newly excavated area. These wel I s  ( indicated in Figure 8) 
have continuous water level recorders. 
The water level in wel I 3 1 , about 50 feet north of the trench , 
rapidly rose about one foot after the intense rainfal I on June 14. On 
June 15 the wate r level started to recede and cont inued to fal I unti I , 
June 18 when ad ditional rainfal I occurred. The initial rise in water 
level fol lowed by an abrupt decl i ne is indicative of the in fluence of 
the trench. I t  appears that the trench discharged flow to the water 
table of the adjacent area during the rainfal I , and the flow was 
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Figure 8 .  G round water elevations at selected we ! I s  and recorded rain­
fal I at the Brookings re fuse dis·posal area, June 12-30, 1967. 
reversed immediately thereafter. A similar rise occu r re d  after the 
June 18th rain; however, the subsequent decline was p robably 
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i nfluenced more by the excavation of  the t rehch extension which resumed 
on June 20th than by reversal of flow. After June 24th, the wate r 
l evel at wel I 3 1  showed I ittle change . 
The water table at wel I 27, located about 300 feet southwest of 
the excavated area, fluctuated in a manner similar to wel I 3 1. However, 
there was no decline in the water table at this we t I fol lowing the rain 
as was noted for wel I 3 1 . This different response of wel I 27 was 
attribute d to its greater distance from the excavated a rea and to its 
" downstream" location . Similarly, the June 18th rain resulted in 
another abrupt increase in the wate r table elevation. Fol lowing this 
i ncrease, the water table elevation gradually increased unti I July 2 1 . 
The water levels in wel I 29 , located 4 25 feet southeast of the 
excavated area, did not respond as quickly to the rainfal I. I n  this 
case, the wate r level continued to rise throughout the month of June . 
By June 28th, the \'later level was the same as ·that in wel I 3 1, and it 
maintained th i s  hig her elevat i on during the month of J uly. Table I 
contains recorded water elevations at wel I s  3 1, 29, and 27 fo r the 
same dates during the months of June, July, and August. 
On June 13, 1967, when - the water table was below the bottom of 
the excavated area, the water level at wel I 3 1  was about I. I feet above 
that at wel 1 27 and a bout 0. 4 feet above that at we ! I 29. After the 
bottom of the excavated area was covered w i th water and  after a period 
of reduced rainfal I (during July and August 1967 ) ,  the water level 
Table I • \�ater table elevat i ons at wel I 3 1, 29 ·, and 27 for var i ous 
dates dur i ng the months of June, July, and August 1967. 
\il/ater Table Elevations 
1500 + tabular value 
(F eet) 
We i I 3 1  \fo I I 29 \>Je I I 27 
Date 
June 13 89. 47 89. 1 1  88. 36 
June ! 6  99 . 52 89. 77 89. 44 
June 25  90. 69 90. 57  90. 15 
June 28 90. 70 90. 70 90. 24· 
July 4 ·go. 73 90. 87 90. 29 
July 10 9 1 . 07 9 1. I 0 90. 45 
Ju I y 20 9 1. 1 1  9 1 .  27 90. 6 1 
Ju I y 30 9 1. 1 1  9 1. 27 90. 53 
August 19 90. 97 9 1  . 04 90. 33 
difference between wel Is 3 1  and 27 was only about  0. 5  to 0. 6 feet. 
After June 28th, the relative wate r table elevations at wel Is 3 1  and . 
29 were significantly cha nged. The water table levels at we ! I 29 
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were above those at wel I 3 1 ; previously they had been below those at 
wel I 3 1 . Conside ring these relative changes in water table elevation 
at the wel Is adjacent  to the trench and  the excavated area, it appears 
that the entire pattern of underground water flow in this a rea was 
altered. 
Mixing in the I ntercepting Trench and the Old Pond - -- -- -- -- --
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Because highly significant differences i n  ground water quality 
had been found between the various wel I s  at t he refuse disposal area 
(5),  ( 6) ,  it was expected that the ground water seeping into the trench  
at various points would also differ in qua I ity. These studies had 
shown that the native water (we I I 9) was consistent I y I ov"e r i-n ionic 
concentration than that found close to the active f l  I I area (wel 1 5). 
Thus, if the trench were to intercept and to enhance the degraded 
ground water before it moved downstream, mixing 1t'lith a. higher quality 
water would be one of the necessary factors. Aeration for removal of 
entrained gases and algal ef fects within the trench may also be 
expected to enhance the water qua I ity. 
I n  order to determine if mixing were occurring, samples were 
collected at sever al points in the trench and the old pond . Two samples 
were collected from the old pond at the north and south ends, and two 
samples were obtained from the intercepting trench from the west end, 
middle, and east end . Seven sets of samples were collected on seven 
dates during the period from January to July 1967 , for the determination 
of chloride, sodium, specific conductance, and total hardness. The 
results o f  these analyses are included in Ap pendix B. 
Tab l e  2 reports the mean values obtained for each of the para-
· meters at the different sampling locations. From this table, it cah be . 
seen that the average concentrations of the parameters at the two 
sampling locations in the old pond were substantia l ly different . The 
south end o f  the old pond had consistently higher concentrations than 
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Table 2 .  Mean values of parameters at samp l ing locations in the t rench 
and old pond, January - July 1967. 
Parameters 
Chloride Sodium Specific Total 
Sarnp I i ng Conductance  Hardness 
Location ( mg I I > (mg/ I ) (Micromhos at 25° C) (as mg/ I of Caco3) 
0 1-d Pond 
�orth End 74. 5 57. 0 8 16 297 . 9  
South End 133 . 8 92 : 7  1 088 344 . 0  
Trench 
West End 16 . 5  16. 9 676 327. 3 
Middle 16 . 5  16 . 6  6 7 1 320. 7 
East End 15 . 8  16 . 5  667 320 . 7  
the north end . On the other hand, t�e average concentrations in the 
trench were nearly the same for each of the three locations .  A similar 
pattern occurred on each of the dates samples were collected (Append i x 
B) . From thes e  data, it can be interpreted that the longer a nd deeper 
trench proba bly afforded g reater mixing than the pond even d u ring the 
periods when ice cover occurred .  
Ground �fote r  Qua I i ty Changes f rorn 1966 to 1967 
The qua I ity changes noted in the ground water at the Brookings 
landfi I I area from November 12, 1966 - July I, 1967, cannot be solely 
related to the intercepting trench . Conside ration has to be  made. of 
four additional physical cha nges that occurred dur i ng this investigation 
period. The physical factors that may have contributed  to the qua I ity 
changes o �  the ground water can be listed as: �he existence o f  an 
intercepting trench wh ich poss ibly altered the flow pattern of the 
grbund water ; the excavated area to the south and west of the trench · , 
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a generally lower water table throughout the land f i  I I area ; depos ition 
of refuse at d if ferent sites w ithin the general landfi I I area ; and the 
format ion of ice on the sur face o f . the trench. 
I t  has been shown that the intercepting trench influenced the 
flow pattern of the ground water at the Brookings landfi I I area. This 
change in  flow patte rn was revealed by the examination of the wate r 
table elevations in Table I .  However, su f ficient data were not avai I ­
a ble to de fine accurately this new pattern. Nevertheless, it was 
assumed that the ground water would flow in directions dif ferent 
than those shown by previous investigations. The ground water qua I ity 
at the various wel I locations may have been either degraded or enhanced. 
The excavation to the south and west o f  the trench possibly 
d id not a f fect the quality o f  the ground water unti I after the heavy 
ra ins which occurred about June 1 4th causing the water table to rise 
approximately 1 . 5 feet a bove the bottom of the excavated area. The 
water elevation in the excavation was possibly higher than the water 
table elevation in the adjacent areas. This condit ion may have caused 
the water to flow outward from the excavated area thereby possibly di­
lut ing the adjacent ground water. Furthe rnore, th i s  additional 
volume o f  water may have altered the gradient of the water table. 
Water table elevations during this period of study were 
substantially lower than those during Sawinski 's period o f  study. 
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Dur ing the period October 30, 1 965 to June 1 5, 1 966, t he water table 
elevat ions at wel I s  5 and 1 4  ranged from 1 590. 20 to 1 59 1 . 58 feet (6-92) .  
During the period of this study from November 1 2, 1 966, to just pr ior 
to the June 1 4th  rainfal I, the range of the water table elevations at 
these same wel Is was from 1 589 . 1 3  to 1 589. 76 feet. Thus, the water 
table in the area o f  active refuse disposal ( wel Is 5 and 1 4 ) �as 
generally 1 . 0  to 1 . 5 feet lower during the period of t his study. - As 
a result, the ground water may not have been in contact w it h  as much 
of the refuse that had been deposited throug hout the o_ld gravel pit 
area. T his would be expected to reduce the leach ing from t his source 
( I 2- I 3) . 
The active disposal sites that were used during thi� period of 
investigation we re different than those sites uti I ized during the 1 965-
1 966 investigation. From October 30, 1 965 to June 1 5 ,  1 966, the major 
portion of refuse was deposited approximately 60 feet northeast of we l I 
1 4 (located on the nort heast side of the old pond). From November 1 2, 
1 966 to J uly I ,  1 967, th� refuse was depos i ted at t hree points : 1 00 
feet north of wel I 5 (located north of the west end o f  the trench) ; 
app roximately 260 feet east of wel I 1 4 ;  and about 500 feet northeast of 
wel I 3 1 � As a result, more active leaching at t hese new disposal 
s ites could be expected. Thus, the ground water in the vicinity of the 
new disposal sites would possibly be more d�graded. The opposite may 
be true at the old site. 
Sawins ki (6-58 )  indicated that the fo rmation of ice-co
1er ing 
on the surface of the old pond may have resulted in increased ionic 
concentrations in the old pond during the winter months. Thus, the 
additional ice-covering on the surface of the trench may also res ult 
in increased ion i c  concentrations in the trench during the winter 
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months. With the melting of the ice, dilution and reduction of ionic 
concentrations would be expected . Considering these five physical 
variables, the data collected from November 12, 1966 to July I, 1967 
were compared with the data collected from February 5, 1965 to June 15 ; 
1 966. Figure 9 shows the variations in chloride concentrations at wel I 
5 and wel I 14 for this period. · This figure shows that the chloride 
content at wel I s  5 and 14  has been substantial l y  lower during the last 
year. This reduction i n  chloride content appears to reverse the trend 
of increased ionic concentrations noted by Sawinski (6-54, 67) . 
Further comparisons between the data collected from October 
1965 to June 1966 (Sawinski ' s  study) and that collected from November 
1966 to July 1967 may be made by referring to Table 3. This table 
contains the mean concentrations for seve ral paramete rs at selected 
sampling points during the two periods. 
From Table 3, it can be seen that the mean concentrations of 
the reported constituents in the water at wel I s  9 and 3 (control wel I s )  
have slightly increased since the 1965 - 1966 investigation . The 
water qua I ity at wel Is  8 and 29, which a re laterally displaced a l ong 
the general path o f  ground water f l ow from the active disposal area, 
has not changed since the 1965 - 1966 investigation . 
Examination of the mean concentration va l ue s  for the old pond 
and \'le I I 14 revea I ed that the qua I i ty of the 1t1ate r has been imp roved 
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Ta ble 3 .  Mean concentration values fo r several parameters at selected 
sampling locations. 
We i Is 
9 
29 
Old Pond 
North End 
14 
15 
20 
South End 
4 •) 
3 1  
5 
Trench 
27 
23 
Average 
Total Hardness 
(as mg/ I  of CaC03 ) 
1965-66a 1966-67b 
245. 6 
298. 2 
34 5. I 
304. 2 
384. 2 
427. 8 
449. I 
378. 9 
325. I 
393. 4 
525. I 
520. I 
4 00. 2 
30 I .  8 
30 I .  I 
34 1. 6 
292. 9 
297. 9 
344. 0 
3 18. 6 
405. 4 
349. 8 
377 . 5 
4 10. 0  
622 . 4  
322. 9  
4 7 7 . 2 
399. 5 
Average 
Chlo ride 
(mg/ I ) 
Spec i fic Conductance 
( Mic rom hos at 25 °C)  
1965-66a 1966-67b 1965-66a 1966-67b 
4. 2 
3. 9 
8. 9  
4. 4 
154. I 
360. 8 
156. 3 
17 . 2  
I 0 .  I 
14. 9 
120. 4 
60. 6 
19. 3 
5. 5 
3. 9 
8. 5 
4. 2 
74. 5 
133. 8 
87. 6 
139. 9 
13. 4  
6 .  I 
2 1. 2 
50. 7  
16. 3 
58. 5 
17. 2 
464 
573 
672 
583 
I' I I 0 
1825 
1066 
744 
655 
7 56 
1326 
1030 
7 55 
595 
586 
687 
572 
8 16 
1088 
956 
1 104 
705 
73 1 
800 
1237 
67 1 
996 
775  
a 
Sawinski ' s  st u dy  from October 30, 1965 to June 1 5, 1966. 
b November 12 , 1966 to J uly I ,  1967. 
c Sawins ki samp l e d wel I 2 instead of wel I 3 which were- approx i matel y 
15 feet apar t .  
at both sampling loca�ions since 1965 - 1966. This enhancement could 
possibly be attributed to the lower water table or to the change of 
the flow pattern of the ground water. This flow pattern may now be 
from the deposited refuse towards the intercepting t rench.instead of 
· towards the old pond as was possible from October 30, 196 5  to 
November 12, 1966. 
Examinat ion of the mean concentration values for wel I 1 5  and 
wel I 20 also indicated a slight enhancement of the water qua I ity 
during the latter study. This improvement may be attributed to the 
lower water table or to the trench which may have attracted . native 
ground water from the northvJest corner of the I and f i I I • This native 
water may have di luted th� ground water in the vicinity o f  wel I s  2 0  
and 15. 
A di fferent result may be revealed by the examination of  the 
. 4 I 
mean concentrations at wel I s  4, 3 1, and 5. Considering these three 
wel Is along the north edge o f  the trench, i t  can be noted that for 
both periods the ionic concentrations were lowest at wel I 4, higher at 
wel I 3 1 , and highest at wel I 5. Thus, i f  the trench were i ntercepting 
ground water flow f rom the disposa l area to the north, the most 
degraded water was pro bably being intercepted near wel I 5. 
Upon compa ring the mean concentration values fo r the trench with 
those values for wel I s  4, 3 1 , and 5, it can be seen that the water in 
the trench was o f  su bstantia l ly better qua I ity . Th i s  improvement may 
have been attributed  to the dilution and dispersion ca�sed by the 
mixing that occur red in the trench. 
At wel I 3 1, the sl i ght degradation of the water qua I ity that 
occurred during 1967 may have been related to the refuse that was 
deposited north of this wel I since the previous study. 
The total hardness increase revealed at wel I 5 may have 
resulted from ice formation in the ground north of wel I 5. During 
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the winter months, the ground which has a low surface elevati-0n may 
have frozen, possibly concentrating the ionic constituents in the 
ground water of that area. Because of the slow velocity of the ground 
water ( I  - 3 feet per day) , this high concentration woµld possibly not 
flo.w through the vicinity of _wel I 5 unti I March or Apri I 1967. I n  
addition, the low chloride content which occurred at wel I 5 may have 
been attrib uted to the effects of the low water table. 
Examination of the mean ionic concentrations in Table 3 for 
wel I s  27 and 23 showed that I ittle change has occurred in the qua I ity 
of the ground water between study periods. This may have been 
attributed to the velocity of the ground water ( I  - 3 feet per day) . 
Since wel I s  27 and 23  are located app roximately 600 feet south of the 
trench, the enhanced water from the trench would probably not flow 
through the vicinity of these wel I s  unti I September or October 1967. 
In summary, it appears that the ground water q ua I ity in the 
vicinity of the old pond and the wel I located generally northwest of 
the trench has improved since .the trench was constructed. The water 
in the trench was also found to be of substantially higher qua I ity 
than the ground water at those wel Is between the active ti I I area and 
the trench . Thus, if the trench has been adequately intercepting 
this ground water, it appears to have been enh?ncing the qua I ity. 
Little change in water quality has occurred at those wel I s  along 
the south side of the excavated area where the degraded water has 
been leaving the landfi I I site. Perhaps sufficient time has not yet 
elapsed to make the influence of the trench apparent at these more 
distant downstream wel I s. 
Statistical Analysis 
4 3  
Oupl icate samples were obtained and analyzed in  order to 
analyze statistically the data and to make a comparison with Sawinski ' s  
(6) investigation. It was decided to make an analysis of variance of 
locations, dates , and location by date interaction at the one percent 
level. These analyses { Appendix C )  would then indicate those areas 
of statistical significance fo r this investigation. The results of 
the analyses we re: 
I. Locations were highly significant i. e. , there were highly 
significant differences between we l I s. 
2. Oates were highly significant i. e. , there were highly 
significant differences in the qua I ity of the water samples 
between the sampling dates. 
3. The location by date interaction was highly significant. 
While there are wel I differences within the same date and 
the qua I ity of water in the wel Is differs on different 
dates, the wel Is do not variate the same from date to 
date. That is , as the concentration of ions increased in 
the grou�d water wi thi n the vi ci n i ty of some wel l s ,  the 
concentrat i ons of i ons decreased i n  the g·round water 
wi th i n  the vi cin i ty of other wel Is. 
These i nterpretati ons were in agreement wi th those made by Sawi nski . 
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. CONCLUS IONS 
The conclusions of this investigat i on can be stated as: 
I .  The eval uat ion of the dat� revealed that t he intercepting 
trench improved the qua I ity of the degraded ground water 
flowing from the f i  I I area. This enhancement may not be 
noticed at wel I s  2l and 27 unti I September or October 1967. 
The intercept ing trench may further improve the quality of  
the g round water now that the trench has been constructed 
to extend the complete length of the south edge of the 
refuse disposal area. 
2. Exam i nation of the mean concentration va l ues f or the 
sampl ing locations in the intercept ing trench revealed 
that mixin� was occurring within the trench. 
3 .  The intercept i ng trench and the excavated adjacent area 
altered the flow pattern of the ground water in the 
vicinity of the refuse disposal area. 
4. During this investigat i on period , the qua I ity of the water 
in the vicinity o f  the ol d pond, and wel I s  14 , 15, and 20 
has improved f rom 1966 to 1967. 
5. The statistical interp retations of  the data were in 
agreement with those made by Sawinski (6) . 
4 .6 
�ECOMMENDAT I ONS 
Although several conclusions have been drawn from this 
investigation, several recommendations can be suggested for continuing 
related and new projects. These are I isted as: 
I. More sampling wel I s  shduld be installed within the area 
adjacent to the new trench and to the large gravel excava­
tion to collect mo re data concerning changes in water 
q ua I ity and water table elevations . 
2 .  Even though the new trench has been extended westward 
along the south side of the landfi I I area, consideration 
should be given to the possibi I ity of extending the new 
trench northward along the west side of th� landfil I area. 
This would provide an ideal situation for optimizing the 
beneficial ef fects of the intercepting trench on the qua I ity 
of the ground water flowing from the ref use disposal area . 
3 .  Research may be considered to study the exact flow rate 
and flow pattern of the ground water in the total area of 
the landfi I I. This would provide t he additional data 
needed to correlate the qua I ity changes wit h  the downstream 
movement of the water. 
4 .  Consideration should be given to the uti I ization of 
artificial aeration in the intercepting trench to improve 
the qua I ity of the degraded ground water flowing f rom the 
vicinity of the refuse landfi I I .  
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APPENDIX A 
Water Tabl e Elevations 
Wate r Table _ Elevat ions at Sampl ing Locat ions 
1500 + tabular value 
\0 \0 r-- r-- r- r--
\0 \.0 \0 '° \0 \0 '° I I I I I I I r-- r- co "" 
N N I I I I I I I - N f-1") rt"'\ "" 
3 90 . 09 89 . 88 89.75 89 . 77 89. 90 
4 89 . 89 89. 49 89.43 89.54 89 . 48 89. 55 89. 59 
5 89. 33 89. 29 89. J 3 89. 36 89 . 3 1 89 . 39 89 .44 
8 89. 88 89. 64 89. 53 89. 8 1  89 .74 
9 90 . 98 90.7 1 90. 52 90. 69 90. 62 · 90 . 72 90 . 67 
1 4  89.79 89. 59 8-9. 45  89.76 89 . 69 
1 5  89. 07 88.78 88. 7 8  88. 94 88. 92 88 . 99 89. 06 
18 88. 88 88 . 65 88 . 50 88.69 88 . 77 
20 88. 82 88.75 88 .63 88 .79 88 . 94 
22 88. 22 87 . 99 87. 84 87. 97 87 . 95 88. 0 1  88. 09 
23 88 . 83 88. 62 88. 47 88.54  88 . 66 
24 88 . 44 88. 23 88. 08 88. 28 88. 40 · 
27 88. 53 88. 35 88. 20 88 . 26 88 . 25 88. 3 1  88. 34 
29 89 . 22 89. 04 89. 09 88. 97 89 . 09 
30 89. 57 89. 42 89. 24 89. 34 89. 47 
3 1  89.73 89. 40 89 . 34 89. 44 89 . 54 
32 88. I 0 88 . 20 
33 88. 43 88 . 50 
35 90. 05 89 . 82 
5 2  
Water Tab l e  E l evations (continued) 
r--- r--- r--- r-- r--
I.() \0 \0 \0 
I I I I "" Lr\ r--
I I I I I I m I.() I.() \() I.() r--
3 89. 94 89. 78 90 . 27 90 . 72 9 1. 18 9 1. 58 
4 89 . 5 1 89 . 36 90 . 29 90. 59 90 . 66 90 . 85 
5 89 . 35 89 . 17 89 . 96 90 . 30 90 . 4 1 · 90 . 63 
3 1 89 . 6 1 89 . 39 90 . 59 9 1  . 23 9 1. 34 9 1 . 20 
9 90 . 66 90. 62 90 .99 9 1 . 66  92. 1 1  92 . 36 
14 89. 55 89 . 28 9 1  . 09 90 . 76 90. 9 1 90 .9 1 
15 88 .94 88 . 72 89. 85 89 . 99 90 . 30 90. 56 
18 88 . 60 89. 78 89 . 94 90 . 66 
20 88. 85 88 . 67 89 . 85 90. 24 90 . 69 90 .58 
22 88. 15 87 . 99 88. 77 89 . 35 90 . 07 90. 24 
23 88. 66 88. 55 89 . 36 89 . 74 90 . 15 90 . 46 
24 88. 38 88. 19 88.99 89 . 89 90 . 42 90 . 40 
27 88. 4 1  88. 32 88 . 88 89. 45 90 . 00 90 . 25 
29 89 . I I 89 . 05 89. 32 89 . 97 90 . 35 90 . 79 
30 89 . 48 89 . 45 89 . 68 90 . 18 90 . 74 9 1  . 25 
3 1  89. 48 89 . 32 90 . I I 90 . 52 90 . 60 90 . 73 
32 · 3s. 24 88. 09 88. 80 89 . 42 90. 02 90. 29 
33 88 . 53 88 . 43 89 . 16 89 . 66 90. 09 90 . 40 
35 89 . 75 89. 58 90 . 59 90 . 87 9 1 . 09 9 1 . I I 
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APP ENDIX 8 
Ground Water Qua I ity Data 
•) 
Means  of Ch l o r i de 
( mg /  I ) 
\.0 \.0 r--- r--- r--- r--- f' f' r---
\0 \0 \0 '° \() \.0 \0 \0 
I I I I I I I I ·-
r--,. r--,. - co \.0 !'I") r-- -- N - - <O C 
I I I I I I I I I u ro - N - !'I") � l!'i \() \0 f' 0 Q.) - - ....J ✓-,: 
3 3 . 0 3. 7 3 . 2  3. 7 4. 0 4 .  I 4 .  I 4. 2 4 . 4  3. 9 
4 4 . 7  4 . 2  5 . 5  5. 3 6 . 7  6. 9 6 . 5 6 . 6 8 . 0  6 .  I 
5 94 . 0  78 . 0  57 . I 58 . 4  50 . 8  40. 9 1 5 . 9  1 5 . 8  45 . 7  so·. 7 
8 8. 7 7 . 5  8. 2 8 . 0 8 . 7 8 . 7 8 .  7 8 . 9 9 . 0  8. 5 
9 5 . 0  5 . 3  5 . 5  5 . 5  6 .  I 5. 5 5. 3 6 . 3  5 . 0 5 . 5  
1 4  1 2  ! • 2 70 . 5 4 5 . 0  40 .  7 1 46 . 2 IO I .  2 60 . 0 76 . 3  1 27 -. 5 87 . 6 
1 5
· 1 3 1 . 7 1 72 . 0  1 83 . 2  1 67 . 8  1 4 1 . 4 1 36 . 9  1 1 9 . 4  1 09 . 2  97 . 7  1 39 . 9 
1 8  48 . 0  40 . 5  43 . 5  5 1 . 2 48 . 0  1 36 . 0 1 35 . 8  1 38 . 0 80 . I *  
20 1 4 . 9  1 2 . 9  1 3 . 5  1 3 . 5  1 3 . 4  1 3 . 3  1 2 . 9  1 2 . 9  1 3 . I 1 3 . 4  
22 26 . I 24 . 6  26 . 0  34 . 0  25 . 9  24 . 3  24 . 7  2 7 . 4  26 . 5  2 6 . 6 
23 20 . 0  1 9 . 3  1 7 . 5  1 5 . 9  1 6 . 5  1 6 . 5  1 5 . 5  1 5 . 7  1 7 . 5  1 7 . 2  / 
24 5 . 5 6 . 7  7 . 0  7 . 2  7 . 6  7 . 6  7 . 0  7 . 5  7 . 9  7 .  I 
2 7  72 . 7 74 . 6  69 .  I 5 1 . 5 53. 8  5 1 . 0 48 . 6 42 . 9  62 . 0  5 8 . 5 
C h l or i d e  ( cont i nued ) 
\() \() r-- r-- r-- r--
\() \.0 \() \() \.0 
I I I I I 
r-- r-- - a) \.0 
N -
I I I I - N - I"""\ � Ln - -
29  7 . 0  2 . 7  3 . 6  3 . 5  4 . 2 4 . 0 
30 7 . 5  5 . 4  6 . 0 6 . 0  7 . 2  7 . 0 
3 1  1 8 . 6  1 7 . 0  26 . 5  24 . 0  23 . 9  22 . 7  
32 I I 0 .  I 1 26 . 0 1 1 5 .  9 
33 27 . 5  27 . 5  2 6 . 7  
35  8 . 5 9 .  I 9 . 2 
Date 
Mean 39 . 5* 36 . s·* 35 . 2* 33 . 8  38 . 3  35 . 9* 
*Th i s  mean  was ca l cu lated by u s i ng the Least-sq ua re method . 
r-- I"'--
\.0 \() 
I I 
I"""\ r---
I I 
\.0 \.0 
4 . 5  3 . 9 
7 . 0 7 . 0  
2 0 . 0  1 9 . 0  
1 07 . 4  1 02 . 2  
2 6 . 5  2 6 . 2 
9 . 4  8 . 7 
33 . 7  33 . 5  
r--
\.0 
I -
I 
r-
4 . 0  
7 . 5  
1 8 . 5  
1 26 . 4  
2 7 . 8  
9 . 6 
39 . 8 
·-
CO C u co 
0 (l) 
-1 L 
4 . 2 
6 . 7 
2 1 . 2 
I 1 5 . I *  
2 7 . 5*  
9 . 5*  
V, 
\..Tl 
Mean s  of  Sodium 
( mg /  I ) 
\.0 \.0 r-,.. r-,.. r-,.. r-,.. r-,.. r-,.. r-,.. 
\.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 
I l I l l I ! I ·-
r-,.. r- - co \.0 l""I r-,.. -- N - - CO C 
I I l I I I I I u ro - N - l""I � m \.0 \.0 r-,.. 0 (l) 
3: - - -1 :;=z 
3 10. 7 9. 9 10. 5 8.8 8.8 9.8 6. 3 6. 7 8. 7 8. 9 
4 13 . 0  10.8 9.8 9. 0 10. 2 9.8 7. 0 8. 3 10. 0 9.8 
.5 97. 7 84.8 52 . 2  49.9 52. 3 47. 7 17. 4 15.8 42. 6 5 1  . I 
8 1 6 . 2  14. 8 1 3 . 7  12.8 12. 3 14. 0 9.8 I I I . 2 13. 6 13. 2 
9 7. 9 7. I 8.8 8 . I 8 .8 8. 7 5 . 9  6. 3 7. 5 7. 7 
14 8 7. 5  59. 9 44.8 36. 0 88. 6 78. I 45. 0 39. 9 58. 9 5 9 . 9 
1 5 8 1  . 4  77.8 8 1. 2 87.8 8 8 . 4  75.8 76 . 4  88. 2 7 5. 3  8 1. 3 
18 20. 3 16. 6 18. 5 17. 9 1 7 . 3  70. 4  72. 6 74. 8 38. 7*  
20 1 8 . 3  15. 9 16. 2 15. 2 15. 8 15.8 12. 3 12. I 13.8  15. I 
22 18. 0 16. 5 15.8  16. 4 1 5 . 9  16. 5 12. 4 14. 4 16. 6 15.8 
23 1 9 . 3  14. 0 16. 7 1 6 . 4  1 5 . 9  15. 7 J 2 . 4  I I • 2 1 5 . 7  15. 3 
24 12. 7 r n . 2 I I .  6 I I  • 6 I I � 6 I I . 7 8. 7 8. 4 9. 0 1 0 . 6  
27 46.  I 37. 2 36 .  I 36. 7 38. 4 35. 0 28. 7 28. 7 35. 2 35. 8  
Sod i um ( cont i n ued ) 
r--- r--- r--- r---'° '° '° '° '° '° '° 
I I I I I 
OJ \0 N r--- r--- -- N 
I I I I I - N - I"") -::t tr\ 
29  9. 9 7. 0 9. 0 8. 4 8. 4 8. 8 
30 9. 6 7. 5 8. 2 8. 4 9 .  I fJ .  7 
3 1  17. 5 1 3 . 9  15. 4 17. I 19. 6 19. 8 
32 30. 9 37. 6 39. 8 
33 25. 7  27. 0 26. 9 
35  14. 4 14. 7 14. 6 
Date 
Mean 30. 5 * . 2 5. 4* 23. I * 22. 7  26.4 26. 2 * 
*Th i s  mea n was ca l cu l ated by u s i ng the Least-squa re method . 
r--- r---'° '° 
I I 
I""\ r----
I 
\O · '° 
6. 2 5. 7 
5. 6 5. 5 
1 6. 5  16. 3 
33. 0 32. 6 
20. 7 I 23. 0 
I I .  0 I I .  2 
2 1. 4 22. 0 
r---'° 
I -
I 
r---
8. 7 
7. 4  
19. 2 
40. 5 
25. 5 
12. 4 
26. I 
·-
-+-'° C: 
0 CO 
0 (1) 
....J ::E 
8. 0 
7. 8 
1 7. 3  
36. 5* 
2 5. 5 *  
13. 8* 
V, 
-..J 
Means  o f  Specific Cond uctance 
(M i c romhos at 25 °C) 
\() \() r- r- r- r- r- r-
\() \() \() \() \() \() \() 
I I I I I I I I ·-
r- r- - a:) r-r'\ r- -- N - - ro · c 
I I I I I I I u ro - N - r-r'\ "'1" \() \() r- 0 Q) - - _j �  
3 . 573 586 593  588 593 584 583 584 586 
4 6 1 0  606 707 70 1 755 753 8 14 90 1 73 1 
5 1 240 1090 1 295 1536 163 1 797 7 6 8  1540  1237 
8 670 668 677 676 763 682 680 680 687 
9 569 586 605 6 10 625 554 6 12 602 595 
14 10 10 9 15 838 822 1 120 925 933 1085 956 
1 5 · 1005 1082 1 155 1 199 1 148 1200 1062 976 1 104 
1 8  724 708 7 12 75 1 755 974 968 983 822 
20 689 684 7 13 7 1 2  7 14 707 704 7 12 705 
22 64 1 656 674 70 1 754 684 7 1 1 706 69 1 
23 8 19 8 17 792 762 765 758 753 734 775  
24  6 1 1 642 65 1 652 662 668 666 68 1 654 
27 1 12 1  105 1 1092 984 973 923 883 937 996 
Speci fic Conductance (continued) 
r--- r--- r--- r--- r--- r---
\{) \0 \0 \0 \0 
I I I I I 
N r--- r--- - co � - N -
I I I I - N - t-"'\ ,q- \0 - -
29 565 58 1 576 569 570 569 
30 6 18 606 626 6 13 622 620 
3 1  7 1 9 73 1 782 802 806 8 1 3 
32  9 15 978 935 
33 833 820 8 14 
35 73 1 745 742 
Date 
Mean 768* 757* 787* 798 832 774 
*Th i s  mean  was ca l cu l ated by u s i ng the Least-square method . 
r---
\0 
I 
r----
I 
\0 
569 
6 1 8  
8 13 
9 1 1  
8 15 
7 10 
767 
r---
\0 
I -
I 
r---
578 
626 
935 
10 12 
854 
723 
834 
·-
ro C 
u ro 
0 (1) 
_J :5-: 
5 72 
6 19 
800 
939* 
8 16* 
7 19* 
V, 
\.0 
Means of Total Hardness 
(as mg/ I of CaC0
3
) 
I.O I.O r-,. r-,. r-,. r-,. r--- r-,. r-,. C 
I.O I.O \0 I.O I.O I.O I.O \0 0 
I I I I I I I I I ·-
r-,. r-,. - co I.O I"') r-,. -- N - - <O C 
I I I I I I I I u ro 
(l) - N - I"") � m I.O I.O r-,. 0 <l) 
3: - - _J � -
3 298 . 4  302. 3 298 . 2  303 . 4  303. 0 30 I .  2 300. 2 300. I 302. 6 30 I .  I 
4 311 . 2 307. I 326. I 366 . 0  386 . 4  380. 2 395. 0 440 . 0 48 5. 2 377. 5 
5 540 . 0 470 .  I 6 1 8 . 0  800 . 0 851 .  8 855. I 362. 2 346. 0 758 . 0  622 . 4  
8 338 . 0 334. 7 330. 2 340. 7 344. I 347 . 6  345 . 2  348 .  I 345. 6 341 . 6  
9 293 . 0  292 . I 30 I .  I 3 1 4 . 3  320. I 298. I 274. I 315. 0 308 . 9  301. 8 
14 274. 5 291 . o  263 . I 303. 0 331 .  7 305 . 9  332. 4 355. 6 41 O. I 3 18 . 6  
i 5  393. 0 421 . 5 402 . 0  433 . 9  427. 4 419. 2 406. 2 391. I 353. 9 405 . 4  
1 8  354. 5 346 . 0  342 . 0  352 . I 356 . I 340 . 0  335. 0 338 . 0  347 . I * 
20 356. 4 348. 3 347. 0 346 . 0  352. 3 352 . 3  347 . 9  347 . 9 349. 9 349.8 
22 316 . 5  308 . 4  3 1 6. I 331 .  0 334. I 334 . 2  335 . 9  349. 9 348. 0 330. 5 
23 445 . 0 429. 0 401 . 0 386 . 0  398. 4 389. 0 390. 5 378 .  I 379. I 399. 5 
24 3 1 2 . 5  324. 0  322 . 0  326. 0 335 . 9  335. 5 340. I 342 . 9  340 . 9  331. I 
27 5 58 . 3  547. 0 521 . 0 466. 0 462 . 9  440 . I 440. 0 419. 7 442. 0 477 . 2  
Tota l Ha rd ness  ( cont i nued ) 
\.0 \.0 r--- r--- r--- r--- r--- r--- r---
\.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 \.0 
I I I I I I I I I ·-
N r--- r--- - co \.0 � r--- -- N - - (0 C 
I I I I I I I I u ro - N - I',/'"'\ 'tj- m \.0 \.0 r--- 0 Q) - - _J �  
29 292 . 0 296 . 0 290 . 0  292 . 0  290 . 7 289 . 2 297 . 0  292 . 0  297 . 0  2 92 . 9 
30 . 32 1 . 5 3 1 8 . 0  309 . 3  3 1 9 . 0  308 . I 3 1 6 . 7  3 1 2 . 0  3 I 9 .  I 320 . 0  3 1 6 . 0  
3 1  370 . 0 372 . 0 396 . I 409 . 4  407 . 9  4 1 3 . 8  4 1 6 . 0  4 1 4 . I 490 . 2  4 1 0 . 0  
32 4 1 7 . 7  428 . 3  42 1 .  5 4 1 3 . 0  406 . 4 436 . 9 4 1 5 . 4* 
33 4 1 3 . 0  4 1 1 .  9 4 1  I .  7 399 . 6 406 . 6 424 . 0 406 . 0* 
35 380 . 8  387 . 8  394 . I 389 . I 369 . 9 372 . 2 377 . I*  
Date 
Mean 365 . 4* 36 1 . 4* 366 . I* 384 . 2  39 1 .  5 387 . 7 '* 359 . 8  362 . 0 394 .  9. 
*Th i s  mea n was ca l cu l ated by u s i ng the Least-squa re method . 
. Q\ 
Means  o f  Pa ramete rs for Samp l i ng Locat i on s  
i n  t h e  O I d  Pond a nd Inte rcept i ng Trench  -- -
u 
r-- r-- r-- r-- r-
\0 \0 \.0 \.0 
I I I I I r-- - co '° r-t'i 
N -
I I I I I 
� Lr\ \.0 
Pa rameter a nd Locat i on 
Ch I or  i de ( mg /  I ) 
O l d Pond 
North End 1 53 . 0 54 . 0  66 . I 67 . 9  72 . 0  
South E nd 227 . 9  242 . I I l I • 9 1 1 0 .  2 1 0.7 . 0  
Trench 
West End 2 1 . 2 1 6 . 0  1 4 . 2  1 3 . 0  1 2 . 5  
Midd l e  20 . I 1 8 . 0  1 6 . 0  1 2 . 9  1 2 . 0  
East E nd 1 9 . 0  1 6 . 0  i 5 . 6  1 3 . 0  1 2 . 2  
Sod i um (mg/ I )  
O l d  Pond 
North En.d 95 . 4  50 . 8  5 1 . 8 57 . 0  54 . 0  
South End 1 40 . 0  1 64 . 8  79 . 5  82 . 0  83 . 2  
Tren
.
ch 
West End  2 1  . I 1 8 . I 1 5 . 9  1 6 . 5  1 3 . 4  
M i dd l e 20 . 0  1 8 . 4  1 5 . 9  1 6 . 0  1 2 . 4  
East End 20 . 7  1 8 . 6  1 5 . 9  1 5 . 9  I I  • 7 
r--
\.0 
I 
r--
I 
\.0 
48 . I 
7 5 . 2  
1 0 . 5  
I I • l · 
1 0 . 8  
4 5 .  I 
54 . 2  
1 0 . 8  
1 0 . 8  
1 0 . 6  
r-
\.0 
I -
I r--
60 . I 
62 . 0  
2 7 . 9* 
2 5 . 2  
24 . 2  
45 . I 
45 . 2  
22 . 4*  
22 . 5  
22 . 0  
C: 
·-
+-
CO C 
u ro 
0 (l) 
-1 L 
74 . 5 
1 33 . 8 
· 1 6 . 5 
1 6 . 5  
1 5 . 8  
57 . 0  
92 . 7  
1 6 . 9  
1 6 . 6  
1 6 . 5  
0\ 
N 
Means of Paramete rs ( continued) 
� 
r- r- r- r- r- r- 0 
\0 \0 \() \() \() \() \0 ·-
I I I I I I I - co \() 1"") r- - CO C - - u co 
I I I I I I 0 (l) 
"st I.!"\ \() \0 r- -l :E 
Parameter and Locat ion  
Spec i f i c Cond uctance 
(M i c romhos at 25 °C) 
O l d Pond 
No rth End 1 3 16 822 736 73 1 638 650 8 16 
South End 1 47 1  1587 959 1028 795 685 1088 
Trench 
West End 850 788 64 1 600 545 633* 676 
M i dd l e  846 783 64 1 600 549 606 67 1 
East E nd 840 784 642 593 545 600 667 
Total Hardness 
(as mg/I o f  CaCO3 ) 
O l d Pond 
North End 458. I 333. I 270. 0 303. 9 272. 0 223. 7 224. 4 297. 9 
South End 425. 0 475. 0 3 15. 8 333. 9 349. 0 267. 9 24 1. I 344. 0 
Trench 
West E nd 4 12. 0  40 I .  I 322. 0 296. 2 287. 9 260. I 3 1 2. I *  327 . 3  
M i dd l e 4 10. 0 400. 4  324. 0 297. 9 282. 2 264. 0 266. 3 320. 7 
East E nd 4 10. 0  402. I 3 19. 9 298 .  I 284. I 260. 9 270. I 320. 7 
*This samp l e  was obtai ned app roximately 10 feet below the depths f rom which the other  two trench 
samples we re obtained. 
0\ 
'vi 
4 
Pa rameter a nd Date 
Ch lor i de ( mg/ I )  
3- 1 8-67 6 .  7 . 
3-23-67 6 . 7 
6-22-67 7 . 0  
8- 8-67 
Spec i f i c  Conductance 
( M i c romhos at 25°C )  
3- 1 8-67 742 
3-23-67 762 
6-22-67 83 1 
8- 8-67 
Tota l Ha rdness 
{ as mg / I of CaC03 ) 
3- 1 8-67 386 . 0 
3-23-67 397 . 5 
6-22-67 . 447 . 8  
8- 8-67 
Means  o f  Severa l Pa ramete rs for  Week ly  
Samp les Co l lected at  Se lected Locations 
Locat i on 
5 9 1 5  2 2  2 7  
57 . 8  6 . 0  1 83 . 9  27 . 7  54 . 9  
53 . 9  6 . 0  1 62 . 5  26 . 9  53 . 2  
28 . 0  8 . 4 
42 . 0  2 . 3  62. 5 
1 589 625 1 220 682 995 
1 58 1  62 1 1 223 68 1 986 
975 6 1 9  
1 384 439 958 
8 1 7 .  I 3 1 5 . 9  443 . 0 33 1 .  0 , 475 . 8 
8 1 2 . 9  3 1 4 . 4  442 . 0  334 . I 470 . I 
457 . 9  3 1 9 . 0  
667 . 0 226 . I 46 1 .  9 
3 1  
1 8 . 5  
1 8 . 3  
8 1 4  
844 
4 1 9 . 0  . 
467 . 0  
O l d Pond  
North South  
88 . 0  1 08 . 0 
1 56 . 9  1 59 ; 1 
964 963 
1 300 1 252  
352 . 3 333 . 2 
466 . I 302 . 0  
°' 
� 
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APPEND I X  C 
Analyses of Variance 
66  
Analysis o1  Var iance of Parameters 
for Samples Collected at We 1 1  s 
Total Hardness 
Degrees Sum of Mean 
Source of Freedom Squ·ares Square F 
Lo.cations 1 8  l, � 18, 3 19.70 106, 573. 3 1  69, 655. 7** 
Oates 8 59, 978. 44 7, 497. 3 1  4, 900. 2** 
Loe x Date 1 34 796, 22 1. 42 5, 941. 95 3, 883 . 6**  
Error· 16 1 246. 54 I .  53 
Total 32 1 2,774,766. 10 
Sodium 
Degrees Sum of Mean 
Source of F r-eedom Squares Square F 
Locat ions 18 136, 444. 18 7, 580. 23 42, 1 12. 4** 
Dates 8 2, 239. 06 279. 88 1 , 554. 9** 
Loe x Date 134 28,796. 35 2 14. 90  l , ! 93. 9**  
Error 16 1 28. 37 o .  18  
Total 32 1 167, 507. 96 
Source 
Locat ions 
Dates 
Loe x Date 
Error 
Total 
•:) 
Source 
Locat ions 
Dates 
Loe x Date 
Error 
Tota l 
Ana l ys is o f  Var iance (c6nt i nued) 
Spec if ic Conductance 
Degrees Sum of 
of Freedom Squares 
1 8  9 , 48 0 , 9 2 I • 5 0 
7 2 18, 836. 53 
1 1 7  2, 236,6 12. 47 
143 369. 50 
285 I I , 9 36 , 7 4 0 . 00 
Ch l or ide 
Degrees Sum of 
of Freedom Squares 
18 504, 96 1. 24 
8 I, 7 7 7. 14 
134 80, 042 . 84 
16 1 33.79  
32 1 586, 8 15. 0 1  
Mean 
Square 
526,7 17. 86 
3 1  , 262. 36 
1 9 , I 16. 30 
Z. 58  
Mean 
Square 
28, 053. 40 
222. 14 
597. 33 
0. 2 1  
* *Denotes s ign if icance at the 1% l evel 
F 
204, 154. 2** 
12, 1 17. 2** 
7, 409. 4** 
F 
133, 587. 6** 
l , 057. 8H· 
2, 844. 4** 
6 7  
Source 
Locat ions 
Dates 
Loe x Date 
Er ror 
Total 
-� 
Source 
Locat ions 
Dates 
Loe x Date 
Error 
Total 
Analysis of Variance o f  Parameters 
for Samples Collected from 
the Pond and the Intercept ing Trench 
Specif ic Conductance 
Degrees Sum of Mean 
of Freedom Squares Square 
4 1, 574, 523 . 40 393,630. 85  
5 1,672,673 .60 334, 5 34. 72 
20 7 13,673 . 40 35,683 . 67 
30 24. 00 0. 80 
59 3, 960,894. 40 
Total Hardness 
Degrees Sum of Mean 
of Freedom Squares Square 
4 15, 335. 5 1  3, 833. 88 
6 257, 29 1 . 10 42, 88 1 . 85 
24 33, 382 . 32 I, 390. 93 
35 24 . 94 0 . 7 1 
69 306, 033 . 86 
6 8 
F 
492, 038. 5** 
4 18, 168 . 4**  
44,604. 5** 
F 
5, 399 . 8**  
60, 396. 9** 
I , 959. I ** 
Analysis of Var iance 
Sodium 
Degrees Sum of 
Source of Freedom Squares 
Locations 4 65, 85 1 . 53 
Dates 6 8, 9 14. 93 
Loe x Date 24 18, 492. 69 
Error 35 · 8 . 62 
Total 69 93, 267. 77 
Chloride 
Degrees Sum of 
So urce of Freedom Squares 
Locat ions 4 154, 240. 30 
Dates 6 23,93 1 . 08 
Loe x Date 24 54, 14 1 . 09 
Error 35 55. 27 
Total 69 232,367. 73 
**Denotes significance at the 1% level 
(continued ) 
Mean 
Square 
16, 462. 88 
I, 4 85. 82 
770. 53 
0. 25 
Mean 
Square 
38,560. 07 
3, 988. 5 1 
2, 255 . 88 
I. 58  
69 
F 
65, 85 1. 5 H· . 
5, 943. 3** 
3, 082. 1**  
F 
24,405. J ** 
2, 524. 4** 
I , 428. 4** 
